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Abstract

In recent years the video game industry has seen a rise of the term “cozy
games”. In an attempt to explore this new term, this thesis closely looks into
three games commonly associated with the label – A Short Hike, Unpacking, and
GRIS – to find the essence of what makes them be perceived as cozy. By
performing a qualitative analysis, where we played through all of the games two
times each, deconstructing and analyzing the different components through the
lens of gameplay, visuals, and narrative, we aimed to reach a further
understanding of this new term. Our hope is to aid both players as well as
developers to gain a better grip of this term, potentially supporting in the
process of establishing cozy as a genre of its own. Reaching a concrete result
proved difficult. These games that are perceived as cozy are seldom only cozy,
the aesthetic being achieved by a combination of several components. These
components could be things such as a compelling narrative and visual style, or
simple gameplay embracing mundanity and nonviolence.

Key words: games, cozy games, A Short Hike, Unpacking, GRIS, game genres,
cozy aesthetic.



Abstrakt

På senare år har den digitala spelindustrin sett en ökning av termen “cozy
games” (“mysiga spel”). I ett försök att utforska denna nya term, tittar denna
avhandling noggrant på tre spel som vanligtvis associeras med stämpeln – A
Short Hike, Unpacking, och GRIS – för att hitta essensen i vad som gör att de
uppfattas som mysiga. Genom att utföra en kvalitativ analys där vi spelar igenom
alla spelen två gånger var, dekonstruerar och analyserar de olika komponenterna
genom linsen av kontroller/spelupplägg, det visuella och narrativ, var vårt mål
att nå en ytterligare förståelse av termen. Vi hoppas att kunna underlätta för
både spelare som utvecklare att få ett bättre grepp av denna term, för att vidare
kunna komma att hjälpa till i processen att etablera mysigt som sin egen genre.
Ett konkret resultat visade sig vara svårt att nå. Dessa spel som uppfattas mysiga
är sällan bara mysiga, med flertalet komponenter bidragande till estetiken. Dessa
komponenter kan vara sådant som fängslande narrativ och visuell stil, eller enkla
kontroller som omfamnar vardaglighet och ickevåld.

Nyckelord: spel, cozy spel, A Short Hike, Unpacking, GRIS, spelgenrer, mysig
estetik.
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1 Introduction

There is little arguing that we, at the time of writing this paper, live in
turbulent times. Although this can largely be attributed to the ongoing Covid-19
pandemic making society reevaluate even its most basic functions, the world is
also continuously plagued with violent disputes. It may not come as a surprise
then, that the video game industry has seen an uprising of new kinds of
experiences that diverges from the common perception of what the medium of
games is and can be, as Lin Zhu (2020) discusses in the article The psychology
behind video games during COVID-19 pandemic. By focusing on feelings such as
comfort and empathy, these games are paving a new path forward in an
unexplored territory of interactive design, adding to the evolving diversity of the
medium while doing so.

Perhaps in an attempt to discuss these kinds of experiences, a new term
started to appear in the game scene: cozy games. Often used interchangeably
with the label wholesome, cozy games was popularized by the casual gaming
community and soon picked up as a buzzword. Despite the avid categorization
no formal genre has been established and, yet, these games seem connected
almost on a fundamental level. What is it that makes these games feel cozy to
players? What commonalities can be found? We are interested in the answers to
these questions, and believe it to be of importance from both a designing
perspective and a consumer one.

We have chosen to look at three games associated with the term, deep diving
into what makes them tick. Our goal is to methodically deconstruct the games’
mechanics, visuals, and narrative, laying bare the essence of these games for
analysis. As mentioned, this could prove to become a source of inspiration for
developers looking to capture this certain aesthetic, providing a roadmap of
common themes and ambiance. At the same time, the research could provide
players a deeper understanding of the chosen media, supporting them in
exploring and pin-pointing similar experiences. Perhaps our findings can even
be used as a stepping stone towards establishing a formal genre.

It is important to note however, that it is difficult to cover and make
withstanding generalizations for every game under the cozy umbrella based on
solely three games. We are aware of this, so in order to get a satisfying result
from this study, we have selected the specific games with this in mind. It is of
our belief that the picked games are marketed differently enough when it comes
to genre and gameplay while still being perceived in the general discourse as
‘cozy’. Therefore, it is still possible to make interesting observations about the
phenomenon as a whole.
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With this paper we aim to answer what it is that makes these three games be
perceived as cozy. What activities are the players allowed to partake in? How is
cozy visually represented in these games to the audience? What themes and
values do they present to the audience? These three games are frequently talked
about in the same spaces, placed in the same categories, despite being different
from each other in many aspects. We want to find out why.

2 Background

Due to the novel appearance of the term cozy games, there has not been much
written about them beyond marketing articles and blog posts. There is however
research being done, and in the following section we will detail previous relevant
work as well as adjacent key concepts needed to understand the fundamentals
on which the concept is built upon. It is important to note that we do not wish to
create a new framework from which we analyze games but rather apply the ideas
and theories presented here to practical examples, using them as a stepping
stone towards a deeper understanding of “cozy” in games.

To start, we need to establish a definition of what is meant by the word cozy
in this paper. In order for our findings to be applicable to as many situations and
recipients as possible, we have decided to take a holistic approach to the
concept. This means using previous definitions that are easily accessible to the
public, and that could be considered the general discourse regarding coziness.
Offering a formal description, Oxford Dictionary reads: cozy (adjective) as 1.
warm, comfortable, and safe, especially because of being small, (synonym: snug),
2. friendly and private. (Oxford dictionary, 2022)

For us to get a broader perspective, there is relevance in describing the word
by a more informal channel as well. The site Urban Dictionary is an unofficial
dictionary to which users can add content freely. They offer everyday uses of
common terms as well as various slangs and sayings, and would due to this
perhaps not usually be considered a viable source in a research paper. We argue
however, that in this context, knowing what is generally considered cozy in
everyday speech is not only valuable, but of utmost importance for us to reach a
proper conclusion. The most popular rendition Urban Dictionary proposes are
the following: cozy (adjective) as 1. warm, snug, and comfortable, 2. intimate,
sometimes with overtones of collusion. (Urban Dictionary, 2006)

Next, it is worth introducing a key concept prevalent in game design theory to
properly understand the intrinsic motivation behind playing the games:
meaningful play. Presented in the book Rules of Play, written by Katie Salen and
Eric Zimmerman (2003), meaningful play refers to a theory as to why humans
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play at all. Referencing Johann Huizinga (1955) and his book Homo Ludens, they
go so far as to say that “play and games [...] are in fact at the very center of what
makes us human” (p. 32, 2003), emphasizing that therefore all play is significant;
that it means something. Play can take many different forms, Salen and
Zimmerman (2003) explains, which constitutes a large part in what makes
identifying meaningful play difficult. One way to see it however is that play is
about the player making choices, where those choices have an outcome. Play can
come from the game itself, they write, but it is the player's interactions within
the context of the game – with the game system – that brings meaning to play.

Going into the concept further, Salen and Zimmerman (2003) offer two
definitions for meaningful play. The first one, which they call the descriptive
definition, refers to how meaning can be found in the relationship between
player action and system outcome. With this definition, “all games generate
meaning through play” (Salen and Zimmerman, p. 34, 2003). The player’s action
brings about a result, and therefore means something. However, games can
achieve more or less meaningful experiences to the player, leading Salen and
Zimmerman to bring up a second definition, the evaluative definition, to explain
this difference. This definition is what divides the successfully designed systems
from the less successful ones according to the two writers. It is about how the
actions and outcomes are discernable and integrated into the game as a whole –
with these two terms being the key here.

With discernibility, Salen and Zimmerman (2003) point to how the results of
the players’ actions are made clear to them; how feedback gives the actions
meaning. Achieving meaningful play is difficult, close to impossible, if the player
doesn’t know their actions affect the game.

Further, to truly achieve meaning the player's actions should have
significance, both immediately and later on. This is what Salen and Zimmerman
(2003) refer to as action and outcome being integrated into the context of the
game. With the outcomes building toward a whole, any action taken in the
moment has an effect on the game and players, therefore generating meaning.

To precede the next article, it is worth mentioning Maslow's hierarchy of
needs briefly, as it builds upon some of the tiers presented. Maslow’s hierarchy
of needs refers to a five-tier hierarchy of human needs. Listed from the bottom
upwards, the five tiers are: physiological, safety, love and belonging, esteem and
self-actualization. Saul McLeod (2018) explains these in his article Maslow's
Hierarchy of Needs. McLeod demonstrates that physiological and safety are the
basic human needs. They entail what we need to survive: food, water, protection
from the elements, etc. Love and belonging concerns our social needs, the need
for affection, trust and acceptance. Esteem applies to dignity and achievement,
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as well as acquiring respect from others. Lastly, self-actualization is about
realizing your personal potential and seeking that growth. Here McLeod cites
Maslow; “A desire ‘to become everything one is capable of becoming’ (Maslow,
1987, p. 64)”. In this paper we will mainly refer back to the top three tiers: love
and belonging, esteem and self-actualization.

2.1 Defining the cozy aesthetic
Daniel Cook (2018) starts off in his article Cozy Games by establishing a

definition of ‘cozy’. According to Cook, cozyness in games is made up of three
components: safety, abundance, and softness. Safety means that there is absence
of risk and danger, allowing players to participate in activities by their own
accord, pace, and expression. They can do this without the fear of punishment
or exclusion. When explaining abundance, Cook (2018) points towards Maslow’s
hierarchy of needs. By having the basic needs of the hierarchy already fulfilled,
players can focus on the higher, more seldom explored needs such as
self-actualization and deep relationships. Finally, cozy games have an intricate
softness to them, signaled by low-pressure stimuli and environments. The tempo
is slow and the tasks’ manageable, leaving the players with a feeling of calmness.
This is also communicated through the games’ visual and auditory aesthetics,
such as art styles, color schemes, and sound cues.

Continuing the article, Cook (2018) explores the motivation behind playing
cozy games and he brings up two models to strengthen his thesis that cozy
games can lead to meaningful play. The first one explains that play is a form of
self-practice, encouraging players to hone skills seldom used in their everyday
life in a safe, inexpensive environment. The second model follows this train of
thought and adds that humans are motivated when fulfilling unmet needs, such
as hunger or boredom. Games can be seen as tools for satisfying those
necessities, or at the least create a fantasy in which the player is able to explore
the process. Based on the safe environment of cozy games, as well as its
thematic and mechanical focus on needs towards the top of Maslow’s hierarchy,
Cook (2018) makes an argument for the motivation behind playing cozy games.
According to him, players are motivated by the possibility of practicing often
overlooked emotional skills and goals such as becoming a better person, leading
cozy games to achieve meaningful play.

Over the course of the article, there is one thing that Cook (2018)
continuously returns to: humanity. “In that coziness creates spaces of plenty, it
provides focus amongst chaos and allows us to embrace our highest level and
most human pursuits”, Cook (2018) writes. Coziness is a feeling, and although the
specifics differ from person to person, it appeals to the fundamental part of our
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psyche that seeks belonging and comfort. By targeting these experiences with
conscious decisions, Cook is of the opinion that designers can develop new,
interesting experiences with a focus on our own complex emotions.

2.2 Application of coziness, empathy and humanity
In their paper Towards the aesthetics of cozy video games, Agata Waszkiewicz

and Martyna Bakun (2020) write about cozy games as a research topic, as well as
an approach to defining its characteristics. They mention that it is a new field
and that more research has been done on adjacent game descriptions such as
empathy, ambient, and personal games. Waszkiewicz and Bakun argue that even
if this is the case, many of those games have parts that could fall under the
umbrella of coziness and are relevant when examining the topic as a whole. They
reference Cook’s article, using his definition of coziness as a stepping stone
moving forward, pinpointing the importance of gameplay, world-building, and
the audio-visual layer.

Waszkiewicz and Bakun (2020) also offer an insight to the history of the
subject, citing Jesper Juul’s (2010) term “the casual revolution”, in which the
industry has seen an uprising in popular games showcasing ‘cozy’ aesthetics.
They discuss the underlying factors behind this, highlighting the tense political
climate and toxic masculinity prevalent in the game industry. “Thus, games that
offer safe, emotional, heart-warming experiences became the new form of
escapism [...] a fantasy of stability and safety”, Waszkiewicz and Bakun (2020, p.
228) write.

The writers continue by describing some defining characteristics that
researchers tend to focus on when examining these kinds of games. An
important aspect is the deliberate slowness of the pacing, how the games utilize
the in-game boredom of the experience to create meaningful play. They also
tend to revolve around repetitive and plain actions, exploring the fun in
mundanity rather than bombastic action.

The last section of the paper is dedicated to how to apply the aforementioned
cozy aesthetics to a game. Waszkiewicz and Bakun propose three different
relationships to consider: coherent, dissonant, and situational.

The coherent relationship is a situation in which the cozy aesthetics of the
game are accompanied by an equally cozy message. The actual gameplay can
vary much from game to game, but the red thread is the focus on relaxation, the
freedom of choosing a pace on your own, and the absence of threats. Failure
should not have long-time consequences.

The second relationship, dissonant, is instead possible by selecting specific
parts of the cozy aesthetics, creating a gripping narrative by using contrast.
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Games that apply dissonance usually tackle heavy topics, but with a cozy
audio-visual layer, and simple gameplay. Waszkiewicz and Bakun (2020)
acknowledges the paradoxical nature of this relationship but argues that some
so-called “empathy games”, games created with the intent to explore
experiences of others, can be considered cozy games as well and should be
taken into consideration. At the end of the paper, they quote Josh Boykin, one of
the hosts for the event Wholesome Games Direct in 2020� “Wholesome games let
players express love and compassion. Sometimes they’re lighthearted, but make
no mistake: wholesome games can tackle even the heaviest subjects.”

The situational relationship is the last one the writers bring up. This refers to
scenes or locations that have cozy elements, even though the rest of the game
does not suit that aesthetic. All of the pieces that create a cozy experience are
present, however, the surrounding context functions as a contrast to the calm
and comfort. Waszkiewicz and Bakun describe this as “peace amidst chaos”,
pointing towards the recurring imagery of campfires in games.

A specific part of Waszkiewicz and Bakun’s (2020) writing stood out to us,
namely, the importance of empathy for the cozy aesthetics. Due to the genre's
positive emotional connotations, it is not a stretch to say that in order for them
to foster any kind of warm feeling in the recipient, empathy needs to be present
to some extent. This is also strengthened by Cook’s (2018) words regarding
coziness and humanity.

In the article Designing Games To Foster Empathy, Jonathan Belman and Mary
Flanagan (2010) discuss possible approaches to design for empathy, with the
purpose of supporting developers to create ‘games for good’. They start off by
defining two different kinds of empathy: cognitive and emotional. Cognitive
empathy is intentional and often used to reach a purpose. This could mean, for
example, to gain advantage in a discussion by imagining possible worries and
wants the opposing side might have in order to accommodate or pressure.

On the other hand, emotional empathy invokes a psychological reaction in the
recipient, allowing them to understand what another person is feeling. This can
be split into the two sub-categories parallel and reactive. Parallel is feeling the
same emotion as the observed individual (embarrassment, sorrow, etc), and
reactive in turn is experiencing a different feeling as a response (pity, proud, etc).

The article continues by proposing some principles for empathic design in
games. The first one is to encourage the player to enter the game with an
empathic mindset, either through a straight-forward prompt or subtle
reinforcement. By coloring the player’s first impression on the experience, the
chance of mindful play increases. According to Belman and Flanigan (2010), this
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is when the player intentionally thinks about the feelings of the characters in the
game and its implications, relating to their emotions through their own.

The second principle revolves around giving the player information about how
their actions can address issues present in the game. The idea is to minimize the
risk of the player feeling burned out by a negative, helpless experience of
empathy that might arise by seeing people in need while being unable to help.
Designers can do this by, for example, mechanics that encourage specific
behaviors or visual aids to properly get an intent across.

According to the third principle, emotional empathy can be effective as long
as the player's world view is not too different from the one of the game. If they
are, the gap between individual values may cause the player to dismiss the game
entirely, as it would be too much of a shift of their fundamental way of thinking.
To accommodate this, designers can use a mixture of cognitive and emotional
empathy to create a situation in which the players are allowed into the actual
role of the target of the experience. By putting the player in a more active role in
the situation, the chance of empathic understanding increases.

The fourth and last principle is to highlight similarities between the player
and intended group of people to be empathized with. This could lead to a
positive connection between the two parts, but Belman and Flanigan (2010)
describes this as a double edged sword: “if the [game component] is portrayed in
a way that makes it seem alien to my own, I may find it difficult to empathize
even if I am willing to do so.” (2010, p. 11).

2.3 Casual games
In many conversations about cozy games, another term will frequently appear:

casual games. While we are averse to cluster them together, the fact remains
that it is difficult to discuss and understand cozy games without the casual
genre. Therefore, a portion of this paper will be dedicated to explaining the
concept, what it is, and why the two terms are connected.

In his book A Casual Revolution: Reinventing Video Games and Their Players,
the aforementioned Jesper Juul (2010) writes about the topic of casual games. He
begins by defining a clarification of what the casual genre is, explaining it as a
term evolved as an opposite to the more traditional, “hardcore” games. In
general, video games uniquely are a medium that demands a lot from the
participant; not only time and money, but skills as well. Casual games became an
option for players who didn’t meet all the standard criterias, giving them an
opportunity to play games by providing, for example, simpler control schemes,
shorter levels, or cheaper price.
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When describing the design of casual games, Juul (2010) mentions that they
are usually set in familiar, positive environments, such as bowling alleys or a
restaurant. They often invoke happy feelings in the player, and are seldom
centered around violence and bombastic conflict. The writer also points towards
the importance of usability of the controls, and in turn, the accessibility of the
game as a big part of the appeal of casual games. The challenge is not
mechanically learning which buttons to press or how to navigate extensive
menus, but are instead presented through the internal game design.
Furthermore, the games are usually allowed to be interrupted if the player would
like to quit.

Juul (2010) writes that a common misconception about casual games is that
they need to be easy. According to his research, this is simply not true and he
discovered that many casual gamers liked having challenges in their games,
replaying levels over and over again to gain success. However, Juul (2010)
identifies a notable difference in the games’ approaches to failure in which
casual games have a tendency to be more forgiving, encouraging the player to
give it another try.

When reading this definition of a casual game, it is difficult to not see a
correlation to cozy games. In fact, the two share many characteristics and
design philosophies, and it might be tempting to deem them one and the same.
It is worth, however, to point out that the two concepts are similar, but have
different goals and target audiences that makes a key distinction. Sometimes
they might correlate and a cozy game can be a casual game, and vice versa, but it
is of our opinion that they should be viewed as two separate categories.

When writing about casual games, another relevant topic needs to be brought
to attention. A regular companion to casual games is the discussion of games for
women, or women as gamers. The reasons for this are broad and many, rooted in
centuries of gender norms, stereotypes, and prejudice, and this specific field of
games is researched extensively. Due to this, it could be considered necessary to
write about it shortly and acknowledge its prevalent existence.

In the article Casual Threats: The Feminization of Casual Video Games (2021),
John Vanderhoef writes about casual games, their complicated relationship to
femininity, and the effect it has had in the gaming culture as a whole. He
describes a growing increase in female gamers in recent years, while noting that
the industry still tends to target males in their marketing through a masculine
tone. Vanderhoef points out that the difference is casual games and consoles,
such as the Wii (Nintendo, 2006), which have shown to be inclusive to a more
diverse audience, featuring women in their ad campaigns, and more. This
division in the community often leads the feminine to be considered less worthy
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and unsuitable for “core gamers”. The previously mentioned hardcore, traditional
games then are tied with masculinity, and its other – casual games – with the
lesser femininity.

3 Material

Three games have been chosen for examination in this study: A Short Hike,
Unpacking and GRIS. All of these games appear on multiple lists and blog posts
labeled as "cozy games''. A Short Hike can be found on – amongst other – a
curated Steam-list by the group Wholesome Games, a list by Nintendo on their
news app and on blogs such as Nunzia Dreams. Unpacking appears on that same
list on Nintendo's news app, as well as on a list by the game-centric content site
Kotaku. GRIS can be found on both the list by Nintendo as well as the one by
Wholesome Games. It also appears in a post by GameInformer on the topic,
which is a website containing different game-related articles.

As of writing this paper, video games are typically classified into genres based
on gameplay attributes, such as player perspective (first- or third-person), and
action generalizations, for instance puzzling or platforming. The games selected
all have different classical genre connotations, and so would typically appeal to
different audiences. Yet they are commonly found in similar lists. Beyond this,
the three games vary in regards to visuals and narrative as well. All of this makes
for what could be considered an interesting phenomenon, seeing these games
presenting such different and varied experiences to the players, while still often
being grouped together.

A Short Hike (2019) by Adam Robinson-Yu is an open world exploration game
where you play as a bird named Claire. Claire is visiting her aunt on an island and
wants to find a spot with phone reception to call her mom, leading her to spend
the day exploring the island. By being open world, the game lets Claire walk
anywhere on the island without being interrupted by loading screens, creating
the illusion that the whole game takes place in one singular space. This is also
strengthened with it being a 3D game, which allows the player to exist and
interact within a three-dimensional space.

Unpacking (2020) by Witch Beam, is a puzzle game where you as the player
are faced with the task of unpacking someone's things during different stages of
their life, discovering their story as you go. It is a puzzle game, as the player
needs to figure out where to place things so that it makes logical and spatial
sense, as well as piece together the narrative from almost exclusively
environmental storytelling.
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GRIS (2018) by Nomada Studios is a platformer, portraying grief and the five
stages of grief. You get to follow a girl named Gris on a journey through a faded
reality as she grows emotionally and the world around her changes. As a
platformer, this is a game focusing on platforming challenges, most often by
jumping between them by practicing timing and precision. GRIS is no different,
as the titular girl traverses her surroundings through jumping and gliding, all in a
drawn, 2D perspective.

To be able to effectively analyze and discuss GRIS, it is of importance to give
an overview of the five stages of grief model developed and explained by
psychiatrist Elisabeth Kübler-Ross, as the game is based upon it.

In her book On Death and Dying first published in 1969, Kübler-Ross
introduces and maps out the stages of grief by working with patients going
through terminal illnesses. The stages the patients experienced were found to be
denial, anger, bargaining, depression, and lastly acceptance. The model and its
stages has later on been used to describe the process any grieving person will go
through, for example an individual experiencing the loss of a loved one.

In the denial stage, according to the model a person will experience a sense of
shock and at times deny the event resulting in grief. They might isolate
themselves and experience a feeling of being numb, and not being fully able to
process the actual event fully, resulting in denial of the reality of the situation.
Coming out of this stage will have the person entering the anger stage, they will
possibly experience a sense of the situation being unfair resulting in anger being
directed towards oneself or others. The bargaining stage will have a person start
negotiating to reach a state of hopefulness, for example bargaining with a higher
power if the person is religious to change the outcome of their situation. A
person will also likely start to ask themselves what they could have done to
prevent said outcome. Failing to reach a bargain, the depression stage will set in
and will have the person potentially experience overwhelm, isolation, and
naturally sadness. The person might become withdrawn, experiencing feelings of
deep hopelessness. The acceptance stage will have the person experience a
sense of hope by making them see the situation as it is and accept it, and then
move on from it.

Kübler-Ross’ (1969) 5 stages of grief has since it was introduced, been
developed upon, heavily criticized and is not believed to be fully accurate in the
way the stages are described to be experienced or their linearity. However, as
GRIS is following them in their linear order, this paper will refer and speak about
them as is.
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4 Methodology

As our method, we have chosen to do a qualitative analysis loosely based on
the elemental tetrad. The elemental tetrad, an analytical framework brought by
Jesse Schell (2008) in The Art of Game Design: A Book of Lenses, offers flexibility
and a broad scope. It covers multiple aspects of a game, which allows us to get
an overarching view of the contents for this analysis. The main idea behind the
elemental tetrad is to break down and map out the different elements of which a
game is built upon. Schell does this by classifying four basic components:
mechanics, aesthetics, story, and technology.

The mechanics are the rules of which the game functions. It is the goal the
player will try to reach, the practical journey towards it, the challenges and
difficulty, as well as how the game responds to actions taken. All verbs the player
can or cannot perform are also relevant. An important aspect of mechanics is the
skills the player needs to exercise in order to complete the game. These can be
physical, requiring a mastery of strength, dexterity and similar, or mental,
focusing on memory, logic reasoning, and the like. In multiplayer games, the
player might need to use social skills as well, to read opponents or coordinate
with team mates.

The aesthetics are a collection of everything that creates the emotional
experience for the player, appealing to the different human senses. This includes
looks and sound, but also how the game and its mechanics feel to interact with.
Aesthetics are used to establish an immersive atmosphere and are most often
one of the first things the player encounters in a game. Schell (p.432, 2018)
especially stresses the importance of visual art and illustration as a tool to
engage the player to reach the set emotional target of the game.

The story is the course of which events happen in the game, as well as how
they are told to the player. Two common characteristics of stories in games are
whether they are linear or branching. Linear stories follow one singular story
throughout the experience, not diverging from the set path and leading to one
pre-scripted conclusion in the end. In contrast, branching stories creates
alternative paths that the player can take over the course of the game, allowing
the player to have an impact on the story structure. At times the branches lead
to different endings depending on certain criterias, but it is not required.

Finally, the technology is the materials and interactions that allows the game
to exist. This could be everything from pen and paper, to extensive arcade
cabinets. In our analysis we have chosen to discard this category, and instead
focus on the previous three. The reasoning behind this is that the technology
with which the three chosen games function (target platforms, engines, input
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systems) are standardized practices for many different games across multiple
genres, and thus would not aid in answering our specific research question. We
are also more interested in the internal elements of the game design, rather than
the external tools of which the game’s were created.

The writers considered to be the main source of this paper, Cook (2018),
Waszkiewicz and Bakun (2020), all use a similar, yet different categorization:
gameplay, visuals and narrative. In order to avoid confusion, as well as to make it
possible to make direct comparison, we have updated the terminology of the
elemental tetrad to better suit our needs. Gameplay and narrative would then
cover all concepts presented in the mechanics and story components, without
much difference. The biggest change is the downscaling of the aesthetics
element into a more detailed look into the art and visuals. This is due to two
reasons: audio design being outside the field of our expertise, and keeping the
paper within reasonable scope. The aim is to compare the games based on these
aspects to find not only the similarities but also certain differences.

The plan is to play through A Short Hike, Unpacking and GRIS ourselves and
use the information gathered as the base for this analysis. Diane Carr (2017)
writes about the player-as-analyst approach in her article Methodology,
Representation and Games, which will be used as a guideline when gathering
data. Carr goes through the most important ideas to keep in mind when there is
the role of player-as-analyst. Multiple times she points out the importance of
being adaptable when looking at games, “each player produces a different game
protagonist over time, with different traits, achievements, augmentations,
inventory, fighting style and experience levels” (Carr, 2017).

The intention is to play these three games, two times each. The first
playthrough will mainly be to get a proper documentation of our initial thoughts,
experiences and impressions of the games. All analysts will comment on these
games in regards to the topics in question (gameplay, visuals and narrative).

The second playthrough will do a deep dive on the same topics, but each
analyst will focus on one area each to get a more detailed and comprehensive
idea of each area. As the analysis is executed, documentation will be performed
by journaling and focusing on specific working questions, especially during the
second playthrough, which are listed in the appendices.

5 Result and analysis

In this section we intend to go over our findings from playing each of the
three games. We will discuss the games one by one, each part being split into
our three chosen components: gameplay, visuals and narrative.
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5.1 A Short Hike
In the following segment we will go into what we found by playing the first

game on our list: A Short Hike. After a short introduction cutscene, the player is
dropped into the game as Claire, and gets to follow along on her journey to find
phone reception. From there on out, they can walk wherever they want,
exploring the environment at their own pace. Talking to Claire’s aunt in the
starting area reveals to the player the final goal of the game: get to the highest
peak of the island.

5.1.1 Gameplay
The main character Claire is an anthropomorphic bird and her main actions

revolve around moving about. At the beginning of the game she can run, jump,
swim, and glide through the air with her wings. The movement could be
perceived limited at this stage and so she traverses the island with some
difficulty, but as the game goes along, Claire expands her repertoire by collecting
golden feathers. These feathers allow her to climb and flap her wings to gain
additional height, making the exploration seem faster and easier. Claire can also
collect objects across the island which grants her the ability to do item-specific
actions, such as digging with a shovel, fishing with a fishing pole, and mining
with a pickaxe.

Image 1, A Short Hike: Claire learning how to fish by a local, showcasing the simplicity of the action.

The actions of this game are simple in execution. They are logical in nature
and their actual uses are closely tied to their perceived appearance, creating a
sense of familiarity. By observation, many of the verbs, perhaps with the
exclusion of mining, were things we commonly experienced in our childhood,
especially during trips out to the countryside. This is possibly not a coincidence,
but perhaps a deliberate choice from the designer. By appealing to personal
experiences, the game created a connection to the world and the participants'
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role as players, evoking a sense of nostalgia in all analysts. This seems to
correlate well with Belman and Flanigan’s (2010) belief in how to evoke empathy
and belonging in the player, as this approach is a close match to their fourth
proposed principle.

The golden feathers are the main collectible of the game. This could be seen
as functioning as Claire’s stamina system, which is a tool to showcase her limits
and possible remaining actions. Certain activities that could be considered
physically taxing in real-life, such as sprinting and climbing walls, consume
feathers over time and each extra flap Claire does beyond her first jump costs
one as well. They eventually recharge when she is on the ground, either running
or standing still. Additionally, there are silver feathers in the game, which
increases Claire’s climb speed and height. There are twenty golden feathers and
two silver ones in total, although only seven of the gold and none of the silver
are needed to complete the game. The feathers can be gathered from different
sources, some are found in the wild, hidden in treasure chests, or bought at
shops, etc. One mechanic appeared to be key to finding them though: questing.

Aside from moving around the island, Claire can talk to the locals. Some of
them are in a sort of predicament, such as missing a beloved item or full of
excess energy, and Claire can step in and help them out if the player so wishes.
This usually includes finding objects and locations, but can also mean what can
be viewed as more mechanical challenges such as racing against an opponent. A
Short Hike features no in-game quest log – a chronicle of ongoing storylines in
the game – and so the player needs to keep track of them through memory or
with the help of external tools. Not all people on the island need Claire’s help and
some just offer helpful tips, directions, or casual small talk.

This approach to questing was considered to be very organic and engaging.
Although Shell (2008) mentions social skills in the context of multiplayer, it was
observed that the player seemed to exercise these same skills during this case of
solo play as well. By listening to others and responding to their needs, the player
was allowed to show an understanding of social communication, which gave the
system a realistic feel.

Further analysis showed that this requires a bit of empathy and curiosity in
the characters around the player as well. Returning to Belman and Flanigan’s
(2010) article regarding the different kinds of empathy, the design tended to lean
towards one or the other. Due to the reward system in the game, in which the
player is granted things or feathers after a completed quest, it could be
interpreted as boiling down to cognitive empathy. There was an expectation for
emotional empathy to be more prevalent, perhaps due to our perception of the
genre having an intrinsic focus on feelings. Based on the concept of meaningful
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play presented by Salen and Zimmerman (2003) however, we draw the
conclusion that because meaning is derived from responses of input from the
player, the inputs in this case revolving primarily around movement, having the
player receive more ability to do so appear to be a natural design choice.

No characters can be physically hurt in the game, regardless of whether or
not the player chooses to swing a stick in their faces. The same applies to Claire,
she will not be harmed by falling from great heights or stepping into fire. It was
observed that the game prioritizes the player’s feeling of safety over logic,
bending the realism to fit the idea of comfort. Drawing a parallel to Cook’s (2018)
thoughts regarding Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, there appears to be a clear
intent to keep the player safe at all times, allowing them to direct their focus on
the actions, messages, and themes the game wishes to highlight. The game
features no health system or visual feedback of damage whatsoever, and the
consequences of failure, such as missing a jump, is instead simply tumbling down
the cliff. The player is then instantly allowed to try again, or abandon that
approach for now to do something else.

The world of A Short Hike is structured as a larger main island modeled
vertically with spiral trails going towards the top and smaller islands
surrounding it. There are multiple ways to get to the peak and the game seems
to place no value in which tactic the player uses to do so. Rather, analysis
showed that because the layout of the island is built like an organic, asymmetric
staircase, the player is encouraged to find their own path. Claire can quickly
scale the steep mountainside without much issue if she has a lot of feathers for
example, but with fewer, she might need to stay on the man-made tracks and
bridges.

This could be interpreted as having a pro-social message, as the majority of
the feathers in game can be acquired through communication with others. Claire
having many feathers would then be a clear representation of her actual
connection to other people around her, which in turn mechanically allows her to
push her own physical limits. The analysts experienced a surge of confidence as
players when having an abundance of feathers, as the play style turned more
daring and the fear of failure decreased, perhaps mirroring Claire’s mental state
in the game. Having less feathers could also be interpreted as strengthening the
pro-social reading. Although Claire might have more superficially perceived
independence, she will be more passively dependent on the people scaling the
mountain before her, using their paths and constructions to reach the top.

The final area of the game, Hawk Peak, presents what seems to be an
additional challenge to existing gameplay mechanics. Due to the frosty
temperature, Claire’s golden feathers will freeze after use and unless Claire
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stands close to a source of warmth, they will not recharge. The player therefore
might need to plan their travel around the existing hot springs and warm fires,
doing some resource management as well as platforming in order to reach the
top. This new mechanic can be considered key in putting the rest of the game in
a cozy context. Similarly to the ideas proposed by Waszkiewicz and Bakun
(2020), the game presents an area with dissonance from the previous scenery
and sprinkles it with stereotypical cozy, safe objects that mechanically serves a
function. As a result, the effect it had on the analysts’ emotional experience
increased.

The free-form nature of A Short Hike lends itself to players selecting their
own difficulty. Some of the objectives presented in the game can be intense
depending on the player, such as playing stick-volleyball and racing, but they are
also completely optional. In fact, as long as the player chooses to do some things,
most of the game is not required to be played in order to actually beat it. Being
an open world, the player can explore the island and do quests in whatever order
they want.

5.1.2 Visuals
The visual style of A Short Hike accomplishes to create what was seen as a

very joyous and lighthearted atmosphere throughout the game. That sense of a
safe and inviting environment the game appeared to have seems to be
established by their use of bright, yet soft and warm colors – lots of orange and
warmer toned yellows – together with simple, round shapes. This, combined
with the pixel rendering and the lower resolution 3D meshes, brings a sense of
nostalgia to the game that unifies the visual style and creates a coherent look.
One analyst expressed that the environment looks like how a real life forest “felt
like it looked” as a kid, which we believe would sum up the overall air of the game
in a coherent way. This brings us back to what was said earlier in the gameplay
section, about how the game and the experiences seemed to evoke a sense of
nostalgia. As Cook (2018) explains, safety is a large component of what makes a
game cozy, it could be argued that this nostalgia contributes to experiencing
that safety. Further, a parallel could be drawn here to Waszkiewicz and Bakun
(2020) and their claim that these types of games become a form of escapism by
offering stability and safety.

As previously mentioned, the game takes place on an island surrounded by a
couple few other smaller islands. For being an open world game, the game area
of A Short Hike could be considered quite small (the games creator, Adam
Robinson-Yu, himself calls it a “tiny open world” in his GDC talk from 2020). It is
important to note however: that does not mean the world appeared boring or
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lacking in content, as we found it filled with interesting spots to discover. The
environment is built in a way that would seem to encourage sidetracking and
simply following the straightest path to the top the player would only see a small
part of the world. Not only is the map packed with treasures and other small
things to find all around, but the island also has many different types of areas for
the player to explore – each with its own climate, shown through color palette,
lighting, vegetation and weather. Every part of the map looks like an entirely new
place and these biomes were considered a clever way to make the whole area
seem much bigger than it is; contributing to building this world for the player to
lose themselves in.

Images 2-5, A Short Hike: Examples of four of the different biomes, highlighting the color and lighting differences.

The game has what could be described as a simple and cute animation style,
which appears to be in line with the overall visual style of the game. They
enhance the gameplay by adding weight and character to the movement; making
every little action seem more satisfying and endearing. The animations were
considered to add charm to Claire and the non-playable characters (NPCs)
around the island. They are snappy and simple with big, almost childlike,
movements with the arms and legs being kept mostly straight, swinging fast
back and forth. It appeared to fit well with the characters themself whose
designs could be seen as cute and friendly-looking with chibi-like proportions:
big heads and big eyes on small bodies with short, stick-like limbs. These
character animations, together with movement in the vegetation and water,
seemed to bring life to the game world. Steadily swaying trees and slow waves
along the coastline contribute to what was analyzed as a calming, low-stress
environment, and connect to what Cook (2018) says about visuals and aesthetics
being used to signal softness.

A Short Hike seemed to make use of visual feedback beyond user interface
(UI) to further immerse the player into the game and using, as per the definition
Salen and Zimmerman (2003) offers, discernibility to create meaning. As
mentioned, this game utilizes what it calls golden feathers to symbolize stamina
use. Each time the player uses one of these an actual little feather flies away
from Claire in-game. This feedback seems to help sell the stamina mechanic in a
whole other way when playing, enforcing that it is physically taxing for Claire to
use these abilities and further generating meaning from their actions. The player
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can see that they actually use something, not only by a representation in the
corner of the screen.

Images 6-7, A Short Hike: Feathers fly away as Claire uses a golden feather. The images also display the change in color of
her clothes, going from red (image 6) to blue (image 7), as will be discussed in the following paragraph.

Another example of this visual feedback is in Claire's clothes. At the start of
the game she has blue clothes. But as soon as the player collects their first
golden feather the clothes change to red. This change to red could be seen as an
indication that Claire has stamina left to use, red being what is often viewed as
an active and energetic color. If the player were to run out of stamina when
using her abilities, the clothes would turn back to blue until the player has
recharged.

5.1.3 Narrative
The narrative of A Short Hike is a mostly linear one. This means that it has an

already fixed storyline that the player cannot change or alter in a significant way.
The player is introduced to the narrative through a short cutscene, where Claire
is being driven by her mother to the ferry that will take her to Hawk Peak
Provincial Park; an island with a mountain at its’ center, which the player can see
the outline of in the background. During the ride Claire's mother comments
about how she never gets tired of this view, alluding to the fact that she has been
here plenty of times before. She continues to tell the half asleep Claire about
how she will have a great time at Hawk Peak this summer, and how it will be
good for her to get away from the city.

The game starts and Claire is standing outside a cabin. Closeby is also aunt
May, Claire's aunt who works as a ranger at the park. By talking to her the player
learns that Claire has been sitting around waiting for a call all day, unaware of
the fact that there’s no phone reception. This is when the main objective of the
game is introduced. Claire is informed that there’s a possibility that there will be
reception at the peak of the mountain, and if she wants to take her phone call,
she needs to make the trek there. She is also informed that the hike there is one
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many others in her family have already done, seemingly putting mild pressure on
Claire to do the hike.

The player does not learn what the nature of the phone call is, but by talking
some more to aunt May the player learns Claire seems to be reluctant to speak
about it. May reassures her that things will likely work out fine, and assures
Claire that a nice hike will help her take her mind off of things.

This could be seen as the game introducing itself as a story about coming of
age by having Claire do the hike that her family has already done many times
before. Also, by using family members as the driving force the task of the hike is
placed in a safer context. The words of aunt May emphasizes the familiarity of
the hike, trivializing the challenge and makes it seem less daunting by implying a
safety net around Claire. The story also focuses on having Claire relax by
switching city life to being in nature and disconnecting from electronics for a
while, something that tends to appeal to many people in our society today, and
that many players of the game most likely will find attractive.

When starting to explore, the game tends to always draw the player's
attention upwards towards the mountain. Not only does this help the player
remember their goal, but the game seems to evoke a feeling about moving
upwards in a different sense, it's motivating and promotes a feeling of optimism
and “always looking up”.

Claire does not have enough golden feathers and is not able to do the full hike
just yet, turning Claire’s and the player's attention towards exploring the ground
level area. By doing so Claire will almost immediately run into tourists and other
locals of the island. These NPC’s each have a unique personality presented not
only by difference in design but also in the way they tend to speak.

As mentioned, they usually have a quest for Claire but can sometimes just
casually talk to her or give her some helpful tips. By talking to them the player
learns that most characters have quite a unique story, giving them and in turn
their quest and the game some more depth. Their stories often present themes
and struggles people tend to be familiar with. For example, there is a racoon
painter struggling with seeing the value of their work, and a bird that despite his
quite rude disposition and tough exterior, is worried about and struggles to pay
for his tuition.

Even by having these themes be presented in quite a lighthearted manner by
short lines of dialogue, the game appears to still manage to get the player to
empathize and sympathize with what the character tells the player, similar to
what Belman and Flanagan (2010) discuss in their aforementioned article. When
finishing a quest, the player often gets rewarded with a tool to help Claire on her
travels or a bonus accessory, in addition to a closure of the target character's
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story arc. This process could be analyzed as emotionally satisfying and
heartwarming, as many locals can be aided by simply listening to their needs and
attempting to offer support.

Through observation, it could be discerned that the game seems to attempt to
evoke emotional empathy in the player through its quests. Being put in
situations as Claire and seeing her reaction, it is possible for the player to feel
reactive empathy for the locals. It is also feasible for the player to feel parallel
empathy for the main character as well. As the player is put into the role of
Claire, this analysis proposes that the player is supposed to share her struggles,
her journey, and her emotions, which in turn leads to integrated play, as defined
by Salen and Zimmerman (2003).

The further along the player gets, the interactions with the characters and the
exploration will inevitably result in more golden feathers, and thus the player is
able to move further up the mountain. The further up Claire gets however, there
are less characters, and the momentum that the player has been working up is
now put to the test. Suddenly, Claire's own quest of getting the phone reception
is much more compelling and pronounced as she's nearing the top of the
mountain and the player reap the rewards of their actions and work. Here
parallels to Salen and Zimmerman's (2003) concept of meaningful play through
integration can be drawn, by having Claire's previous actions have significant
consequence in these later stages of the game.

When reaching the top of the mountain, Claire takes a moment to excitedly
remark on the fact that she made it, followed by a moment of quietly taking in
the view and seemingly reflecting on this achievement. She’s suddenly
interrupted by her phone ringing, which results in a burst of excitement as she
answers. It is at this point that the player learns that it is a call from her mother
that Claire has been waiting for. Her mom tells her she is fine, and lovingly
remarks about how proud she is of Claire for reaching the peak. The
conversation appears to heavily emphasize the themes of coming of age,
personal development and becoming independent.

Images 8-9, A Short Hike: Claire’s mother remarking about her growth (image 8), as well as encouraging her to ride the
current (image 9).
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The player then learns the reason for Claire’s worry, which is that her mother
had been going through a surgery, which she did not want Claire to worry about
and thus did not tell her. The conversation now seemingly switches from
personal development to emphasize empathy, sympathy and the special bond
shared between family members. They each say “I love you”, and suddenly the
world seems to start shaking. Claire's mother says that it must be the famous
Hawk Peak updraft and that Claire should take the chance and catch a ride on it
before it fizzles out. Claire notes that she is a bit nervous, but her mom cheers
her on, allowing for the narrative to punch home the theme of growing
independent one last time before the call ends. Riding the current then serves
as a “look how far you’ve come” kind of moment. When landing and returning
back to the cabin and aunt May where the game began, a brief dialogue between
Claire and her has Claire excitedly retelling some of the events, things she
learned and characters she met during her hike. The things Claire speaks about
differs slightly depending on what the player has chosen to do, as does aunt
May's comments, giving the player a recap of what they have done, while also
showcasing the somewhat branching experience of the narrative. The player has
been allowed to create their own unique experience over the course of playing,
choosing which activities and events to partake in. Claire tells her aunt that she's
now quite tired and says she thinks she will go take a nap. If the player goes to
the cabin and does so, it will end the game.

In short, what aunt May says in the beginning stands true, the hike did take
Claire’s and the player’s mind off of her worries and the main goal of getting
reception briefly. Throughout the game it makes Claire be attentive to her
surroundings and focus more on the journey rather than the goal, but even when
getting sidetracked by sidequests, it never loses sight of it. It is a story that often
tends to be easily relatable through many of the presented themes involving
family, friendships, and spending time in nature, but also about growing up,
becoming independent and becoming secure in your own abilities. The story
appears highly comforting by allowing the player to try and fail without much
risk in a safe, yet intriguing environment, similar to what Cook (2018) presents
about generating a sense of safety by not heavily punishing the player. Having
Claire grow from the things she accomplishes mechanically, becomes a satisfying
emotional experience of seeing the work you as a player put in being translated
into Claire's personal growth.

5.2 Unpacking
In this section we are going to talk over our findings from Unpacking, the

second of the three games. Like the title of the game hints at, this is a game
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about unpacking; specifically unpacking moving boxes. The game is split into
chapters, each with a corresponding year. Every new chapter the player is faced
with a new place filled with packed moving boxes. Their task is to empty all the
boxes and find the right places for each of the main characters' things.

Images 10-11, Unpacking: Before and after of the home from the 2013-2015 chapters, visualizing what the result is of what
the player can do in the game.

5.2.1 Gameplay
The gameplay of Unpacking focuses around the verb of its title. This includes

opening boxes, picking objects up, and putting them down. Certain objects can
also be rotated on the z-axis in four set directions, with the occasional wall
decorations, books, or games, being able to flip on their other axes as well. With
these seemingly simple controls and instructions, the game could correlate well
with Juul’s (2018) description of a casual game. The controls made the game easy
to learn and the lack of time limit led the analysts to a relaxing, non-stressful
experience that was easy to pick up and play at any time.

Moreover, the essence of the actions in the game – unpacking – could be
described as repetitive and mundane. While occasionally experienced by some
of the analysts to be rather boring, according to Waszkiewicz and Bakun’s article
(2020) this is a common design found in cozy games. Due to this, it seems as if
the actions in Unpacking not only embraces its realistic, plain setting, but in fact
uses it to create an intimate, personal experience.
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Image 12, Unpacking: The game takes place on a grid, parallel with the x, y and z axis. The x and y axis are viewed at a
fixed 120° angle to the z axis and each other.

Images 13-14, Unpacking: The game has simple controls, with the player only using two buttons throughout the entire
game. One to open boxes and pick things up (image 13) and one to rotate or interact with placed objects (image 14).

On further examination, the limitations of Unpacking’s gameplay appears to
have an impact as well. All placement happens on a grid, and items are not
allowed to be placed on top of other objects, except if they are of the same type
such as clothes or plates. Aside from being a common approach used in games
which features furnishing such as The Sims 4 (Maxis, 2017), it could also be read
as a way of protecting the player from themselves, not allowing the rooms to get
too chaotic and messy. The reason behind this could be to provide comfort and
calm to the experience, which according to Cook’s (2018) article speaks of
humanity.
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Further, this seems to illustrate the player role in accordance to the main
character, as they are not there to wreak havoc on her life, but instead to aid her
in her endeavors. This is what we consider a clear design choice that, whether
intentional or not, correlates to the second principle of designing for empathy
proposed by Belman and Flanigan (2010). The limitations in place and ease of
furnishing objects in an orderly and clean manner, speaks to encourage the
player to an empathic way of playing.

The main challenge of the game, as well as its puzzle aspect, comes from
making sure objects fit next to each other in their designated area. For example,
tampons should be under the sink, and shampoo in the shower, etc. At times,
items are placed in the wrong places, such as the toothbrush in a wardrobe box,
causing the player to have to logically deduce where it should be.

Although describing it as logical reasoning, we are aware that some of the
correct item placements could be seen as outright strange for some players. This
can be attributed to the way the game closely centers the experience around a
singular individual, thus needing to reflect her personal view of the world. As
brought up as a possible issue for when designing games focused around
empathy by Belman and Flanigan (2010), if the player has different
characteristics than the main character, more reasoning and cognitive empathy
might be needed to reach a positive outcome. All analysts shared some
characteristics with the main character, her being a white, young, queer woman,
which in turn led to placing the items with relative ease.

It is important to note that this does not necessarily have to be considered a
negative. In fact, it was found that with the perspective being feminine and
queer, the game reflects a reality seldom explored in games which causes
Unpacking to be read as an inclusive, diverse game. Not unsurprisingly perhaps,
this could arguably strengthen the game’s position as a casual game, due to
Vanderhoef’s (2021) writings stating that this is something games with the
feminine perspective often have.

When all items have been placed, the game tells the player if any of them are
in the wrong spot. This is indicated with a sound effect and a flashing outline of
the object. To proceed to the next level, all objects have to be placed correctly.
According to observation, this would usually boil down to logical and spatial
reasoning, but at times, the player is required to display social skill and read the
situation of the main character's life in order to proceed. For example, after the
presumed break up in the 2012 chapter, the photo of the former lovers, that in
the previous level was openly presented on the fridge, must be placed in the
drawer hidden from view.
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Images 15-16, Unpacking: If the image of the two lovers is put on the note board in the 2012 chapter (image 15) the player
will have to move it to its correct location in the drawer (image 16).

The increasing intensity appears to be mainly coming from the level design. As
the game goes along, the size of the space that needs furnishing increases, but
the game also introduces a new challenge: living with other people. The
characters in the game often have allocated space for the main character and
she is able to fit in between their items, with the exception of the 2010 chapter
of the game. Little to no space has been created for the main character in this
new place, making it difficult for the player and causing them to place the
woman’s beloved items stuffed away under the bed.

This chapter is arguably one of the more difficult ones in the game, and the
reason behind this is possibly due to the nature of the characters' relationship.
The biggest adversary seems to be the partner’s lack of empathy, and it could be
interpreted as being a commentary towards the importance of caring for others.
The way this is communicated to the player is through the use of another design
principle specified by Belman and Flanigan (2010), in which the player is placed
as an active participant in the situation. They not only witness the main
character diminish herself to fit her partner, but actively make the decision with
her to place her objects out of sight, effectively hurting her in the process. From
this it is possible to draw the conclusion that a design goal was in fact to evoke
empathy in the player, in which a parallel can be drawn to Waszkiewicz and
Bakun’s (2020) article regarding common themes found in cozy games.

The game also presents an optional challenge in the form of stickers, allowing
players to unlock certain stickers after completing a specific objective. In
essence, these could possibly be environmental riddles, giving a cryptic hint to
the player as for what they need to do in the level to unlock it. They appear to
range from straight-forward to head-scratching, creating a new goal for players
that enjoy unlockables. The stickers can be used to decorate pictures taken of
the rooms, which the player can save and, if they want to, share on social media.

Due to the simple controls and lack of external pressure to complete
objectives, not much is physically required by the player. Mentally, the player
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needs to engage in logical and social visual deduction, however, there are little
to no consequences of failure. The result of this is a slow, consistent pacing with
some increasing tension towards the end of the level as the player is told what
placements they need to correct. In the options, the player also has the ability to
turn off required positions, allowing them to furnish completely by their own
vision and design. This exhibits a flexible and forgiving approach to challenge
and that, based on Cook’s (2018) parallels between this and the cozy aesthetics,
enhances the experience to create a sense of calmness.

5.2.2 Visuals
Similar to A Short Hike, Unpacking has what could be described as a rather

bright artstyle with lots of color. The colors are soft and work well with each
other by being of similar tones or values and together with the pixel art style this
could be seen contributing to establishing a coherent overall look.

Unpacking appears to tell its narrative almost exclusively through visual
storytelling, using color and other visual elements to do so. The chapters have
different color profiles, seemingly contributing to both the story as well as
character building. What could be considered the clearest example of this is in
the aforementioned 2010 chapter. Up until this point each new place the player
has encountered has seemed warm and welcoming. With everything from the
bright colors and soft shapes to the fact that some items seem a little scuffed,
our main character appears to be at home between the mementos and other
knick-knacks fitted in her decor. The furnishing in this new apartment
contradicts that. This can be gathered not only from what was mentioned in the
gameplay section, where there is little space for the main character to fit in, but
also from how the rooms are bare and have little to no color; all is dark gray and
has straight lines and sharp edges, creating what could be interpreted as a cold
and unfriendly atmosphere. A parallel can be drawn here to what Cook (2018)
says about humanity and cozy games. There is a fundamental part in us as
humans to belong, and in this chapter all of the main characters' belongings
stand out, contributing to her not seeming to have a place.

In contrast, later on in the game in the 2015 and 2018 chapters where the main
character has moved in with her new partner, everything appears to fit in
together better. Even if each character's personal things are distinguishable – for
example with the main character's things sticking to a mostly purple and blue
color scheme, while the partner's things are more pink or red – nothing seemed
out of place. The objects have similar soft shapes and brightness in the tones.
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Images 17-18, Unpacking: The contrast between the 2010 chapter (image 17) and the later 2018 chapter (image 18). The
difference lies in not only colors, but shapes and patterns as well.

Most of what is the game's visuals appeared to mainly be made up of static
images. The few animations that the game has however were considered
satisfying. They are smooth with snappy pacing – applying animation principles
such as squash and stretch – and due to this, they caught the eye of all analysts
when playing. In particular, the animations for when the player interacts with
the boxes stood out: the animation of the cardboard folding itself up after having
finished emptying the content especially. The knowledge of being done with
another box was by itself considered rewarding, but the intricate movement of
the parcel being folded up and “poofing” out of existence was thought to further
enhance the experience, serving as a little tie-off at the end after having
unpacked each box. According to analysis, the animations bring life to otherwise
mundane activities, generating a satisfying result for what would usually be
considered plain actions. Here it is possible to refer back to what Waszkiewicz
and Bakun (2020) write about exploring the fun in mundanity to say that the
animations could, consequently, be seen as a way Unpacking achieves
meaningful play.

Images 19-23, Unpacking: Frames of the animation of a box being folded up: it being lifted into the air after the player
clicks it, then flattened out and disappearing with what was chosen to be described as a “poof”.

5.2.3 Narrative
As mentioned in the previous section, Unpacking derives almost all of its

narrative from its visuals. The player reveals the narrative throughout the course
of unpacking the items and decorating the rooms.
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In the first room, before the player even starts to unpack the items, by looking
at the model of the bed it appears that this is a child's room. By further
unpacking items the player can derive that the character is a girl as well as figure
out some of her interests, one of which seems to be drawing. Before going to the
next chapter in the game, a photo of the room is put into an album where a
short line is written underneath, establishing further what the story of the room
really is as well as showing some of the characters thoughts and personality.

Image 24, Unpacking: The photo album featuring a short line of descriptive text.

Moving along, the year is now 2004 and the next room is not just a single
room but an apartment. It is small and consists of a bedroom that also serves as
an office space, a kitchen, and a bathroom. The apartment is a bit rough around
the edges, with some scuffs and scratches showing it has most likely been
housing many others before our main character. The player unpacks some old
previously encountered items, such as the stuffed animal in the shape of a pig
that now has become slightly more dingy with age. As the game progresses the
pig will continue to be present through each chapter, and will continue to show
its increasing age through its appearance. This tends to make the game generate
a nostalgic, relatable experience. It does this not only by drawing parallels to
possible individual experiences of beloved stuffed animals and similar, but also
serves as a continuous reminder of where the main character started and how
far she has come. It also can be said to reveal some of her personality as the pig
seemingly holds sentimental value, and showing the player through her need to
hold on to a small source of unconditional comfort her humanity.
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There is now also a computer, looking like a product of its time and once
again generating a sense of nostalgia for the analysts. From all of this it is
discernible that the girl has moved into her first student apartment, which is
confirmed by the line in the photo album where she writes “Classes start
monday! Uni, here I come!”.

In the year 2007 the girl moves once again. The third chapter is again bigger,
and at first glance the player will see plenty of things already placed into the new
home. These items are immovable, and as mentioned the player will have to fit
the items they unpack in the best they can. Now the player can also see a floor
plan, proving that there are other people living here as well. The main character
now lives with roommates, and from what can be derived by observing the items
the player unpack and place she seems to fit in quite well. This generates a soft,
slight sense of belonging, which brings parallels to Maslow's hierarchy of needs
as well as what Cook (2018) mentions about safety without risk of exclusion. This
feeling is also much more prominent when the main character is moving in with
her new partner later on in the game, as mentioned in the previous section
about visuals.

In 2010 when the character moved in with their partner, as mentioned she
seems to be out of place. The overhanging tone of not fitting in is very
consistent through this chapter in almost every aspect, from style to placement.
A key item placement that tells the player a lot is how her degree, previously
hung up on the wall, is now placed hidden, underneath the bed. This small action
is possibly very telling of how her achievements that she has clearly been proud
of before in the previous room, simply have no place here.

Next room is a familiar one as it's her old childhood bedroom from the first
chapter. Seemingly, the difference between her and her previous partner seems
to have been too big as they now appear to have split up. It is possible to view
this chapter to not hold too many major narrative beats aside from what is
almost directly understood by simply moving back home.

In 2013 the main character seems to have gotten a fresh new start. She moves
out of her parents home and into a rather spacious apartment in quite good
condition. In 2015, instead of going to a new place, she remains. She seems to
have a girlfriend moving in with her, and the player is tasked with unpacking the
partner’s belongings. As mentioned, the girlfriend’s items and the main
character’s fit in very well and compliment each other a great deal, both visually
and in terms of placement.

By the last chapter, in 2018 the main character seems to have taken quite a big
life decision and leap. The unpacking is now happening in a house, where the
player will for the final time unpack the main characters and her partner's items.
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It seems the pair is expecting a child, as the house features a baby room and the
player will unpack plenty of things for it. It also seems like the main character's
career as a writer and/or illustrator of children's books has taken off, as the
player unpacks, amongst other things, a few awards, a high-end digital drawing
tablet, and plenty of the same children's books into the office of the house.

Throughout, it was observed that the game utilizes and leans heavily on its
usage of nostalgic elements. It does this by creating situations often
encountered entering adulthood that many people can relate to, but also
through the recurring items. The pig is one of these items. Another one is
showing the player how her drawing interest has developed throughout the
game and now reaches a sort of peak in the final chapter by being part of her
career choice. With this, parallels can be drawn back to Maslow's hierarchy of
needs, as it is possible to conclude a big part of the game is about
self-actualization. This could also be likened once again to what Cook (2018)
mentions about humanity and belonging, as she seemingly has found her place
in the world.

5.3 GRIS
In this part we will go through our findings from the third and final game of

the three: GRIS. GRIS is about traversing picturesque landscapes. The main
character is a woman named Gris who is looking to heal after the death of her
mother. She does this by proceeding through physical manifestations of the five
stages of grief: denial, anger, bargaining, depression, and acceptance.

The player is put into the role of Gris. Her goal is to ascend to the skies,
leaving the desolate environment behind. To do this, she needs to collect stars
over the course of six different stages in order to build a bridge made up of
constellations, as well as regain color to her gray world.

Images 25-26, GRIS: The stars forming the bridge, after the first level (image 25) and at the end of the game (image 26).
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5.3.1 Gameplay
After a short introductory level, the player is introduced to the goal via the

main hub of the game: a stone palace. Gris returns to the palace after each stage,
the environment having changed slightly each time which allows a new level to
be reached.

At the beginning of the game Gris becomes incapable of singing, making her
only able to run and jump through the environment. As the game progresses,
Gris unlocks new abilities: she can harden herself into a block of stone, double
jump and glide through the air, and swim through the waters as a mantaray.
Finally, she also regains her singing voice, allowing her to make foliage bloom
around her.

By observation, this tends to help place Gris in the context of her
surroundings, allowing the player to have an impact on the world through her.
This is perhaps typical in games, however it could be of interest due to the
nature of the actions themselves. The verbs Gris can do are based around
cooperating with the environment, but the level of actual participation changes
over the course of the game. In the beginning Gris is simply existing in the
surrounding space, but through the introduction of the new abilities she is able
to take a more active role, before finally regaining her power and being able to
positively impact the nature around her through flowers.

Not only is it possible to regard the mechanics of the game to have a close
relationship with the narrative and its themes of grief and self-growth, but one
could also read it as a message of the importance of belonging, and possibly, how
to achieve it. As specified by McLeod (2018) regarding Maslow's hierarchy, as well
as written by Cook (2018), a big part of being human is seeking comfort through
connection with others. It appears that the game attempts to make a statement
concerning this topic, placing an importance in both a supportive environment,
as well as the participant’s active involvement in the process. By observation, this
speaks of an innate humanity that permeates every aspect of the game but that
is clearly shown through the actions it has chosen to portray.

All actions are unlocked one at a time in a chronological order, and each has a
corresponding level that tends to follow a similar format. The level first presents
the player with an impassable problem, such as Gris is being blown away by a
storm due to her frailty. After solving puzzles and collecting a couple of stars,
the game grants Gris a new tool to proceed forward which makes her able to
face the problem head-on. The answer to the issue from earlier for example, is
Gris’s new ability to turn into stone and slowly walk through the raging wind. As
the level goes on it is apparent that the complexity of the puzzles increases,
providing more challenge to the player which rises to a crescendo before the
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climax of the level: regaining a new color. After claiming a color, the stage
smoothly transitions back to the hub.

This approach to gameflow was considered repetitive, albeit not in a negative
sense. The perceived rigidness of the process instilled a sense of familiarity, as
told by Waszkiewicz and Bakun (2020), as well as safety, as specified by Cook
(2018). It also made the player able to predict the next step in the game, possibly
allowing them to plan their play sessions effectively around their personal
schedules. Combined with the step-by-step introduction of abilities, the game
seems to respect the position of players and took great care in diminishing
elements that could leave them as active participants feeling overwhelmed. This
could be a conscious decision made due to the heavy narrative topic of the
game, as it may run the risk of taking its toll on empathic players. By leaning into
a more casual design of mechanics and gameplay as mentioned by Juul (2018),
perhaps the game allows the player to direct their energy to the things that
could be perceived as the key in the experience: the narrative and emotional
journey of Gris.

The puzzles were found to be based on the environment, as well as containing
some level-specific gimmicks that correspond to each stage's narrative theme.
The way each puzzle seemingly is structured is by passively introducing the
player to the concept through the environment and then providing a simple
practical example of the puzzle mechanic. As GRIS is a platform-game the
consequence of failure is falling down, however, the environment is designed in
such a way that every challenge requiring timing and precision has ground close
beneath it, which were found to function as a safety net.

The forgiving design lends itself to being read as kind-hearted and supportive.
The game appears to not want the player to fail and instead encourages them to
try again, however, the lack of consequence led to uninterest in some of the
analysts. Based on the writings of Salen and Zimmerman (2003), this could be a
possible result of the removal of negative outcomes of player choices, which
reflects the range in which the game can respond to player input. This could
lead to an absence of meaning in actions, although as Cook (2018) argues in his
article, a game could still achieve meaning through other aspects. In regards to
GRIS, we believe it to be true. At its core, it is possible that GRIS is not meant to
challenge the player’s mechanical and mental skills, and is instead about evoking
a somber, calm feeling.
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Images 27-29, GRIS: Example of one of the aforementioned platforming challenges. Here the player has to jump on
changing tree branches, the complexity escalating over the level. As can be seen: the ground is not far beneath.

Continuing on the topic of forgiving design, it is not possible to get a game
over in GRIS. The player might get stuck on a puzzle and such, however, seeing
that the game doesn’t count time, no external pressure was experienced. Thus,
no stress was needed with finding the solutions when playing. The game also
only has one enemy of sorts: an ominous, black goo that takes different forms. It
appears at certain stages of the game, either as an obstacle or a key in the
narrative. Although considered intimidating at first glance by the analysts, the
being can not do any actual harm to Gris and are at times the needed tool for
solving a puzzle.
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Images 30-31, GRIS: The enemy in two of its forms.

Similarly, Gris cannot hurt the goo through direct means and has to resort to
scaring it away by interacting with objects, such as a bell. This is despite the fact
that she has an ability commonly found in other platform games, hurling herself
towards the ground in a thud. In contrast to other similar actions, such as
Mario’s ground pound (Super Mario 64, 1996) or Kirby’s stone ability (Kirby Super
Star, 1996), Gris’ hardening to a block of stone is only to be used on inanimate
objects, never to hurt.

Over the course of the game, the player can collect orbs called mementos.
These are usually hidden in locations that could be considered difficult to find or
require some extra skill to reach, providing players with an additional challenge.
Collecting all of them will result in a hidden ending, but has no other impact on
the game or the gameplay.

5.3.2 Visuals
Visually, GRIS could be compared to an art-piece. All three analysts agree that

it's beautiful, with each thing seen and experienced seemingly having been put
into the game with intent. With soft, mellow colors and a hand painted
watercolor-look the visuals go hand-in-hand with the gameplay to create what
was experienced as a stress-free atmosphere.

The visuals are closely tied to the telling of the narrative. As the player
advances through the levels they will progressively unlock new colors, adding to
what at the beginning is an empty and colorless world. At the end of each level
Gris will come across a big statue of a woman – a statue which in the first level is
in parts, and become more whole with every level – with her hand out.
Approaching the statue, this is where the player unlocks a new color. Though
cracked and broken, the world around Gris was considered striking by all
analysts and with each introduced color it becomes even more so. It starts out
as bare and almost haunting, but with each new color comes something new:
vegetation, water, fauna and light. It grows with Gris as she goes on her journey.
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Image 32, GRIS: As Gris stands in the hand of the statue at the end of each level she will curl up in it and a new color is
unlocked. The color will burst out from where Gris is residing and spread out over the screen to paint the environment before
the players eyes.

With every new color the world around Gris becomes less and less dull; her
world regains its color as she processes her grief. The environment and its color
seems to be used to show this process and to enhance the narrative of Gris
going through the five stages of grief, as defined by Kübler-Ross’ (1969). As
previously mentioned, each level corresponds to a new color and the new ability
that is introduced. However, they can also be interpreted to each represent one
of five stages of grief as Gris goes through them.

The first part of the game would with that analysis portray denial, with its
empty environment, lack of color and mere fragments of buildings and life. The
second stage, anger, would be illustrated with the attainment of the color red in
the second level. The heavy gusts of wind and the air getting cloudy to the point
where the player almost can't see anything at times could further be correlated
to expressions such as “see red” or “blind with anger”. The third level and the
next color which is green would represent the third step, bargaining. Green is a
color that often symbolizes nature, growth and community. The level is staged in
a forest with vines and roots, establishing the connection with close ones.
Depression, the fourth stage of grief, would further be represented in the fourth
level which is characterized by the color blue. Most of the level takes place
under water, deep below the surface where there is no natural light. Blue is a
very natural choice for depicting depression with expressions such as “feeling
blue” being common to describe the feeling. The fifth and final stage of grief,
which is acceptance, would then be introduced in the final level with the
addition of the color yellow and, with it, light.
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Images 33-37, GRIS: Demonstrating the change in environment as each color is unlocked, going from gray to more and
more colorful as the game progresses.

Gris’ animations appeared fluid, almost as if she’s floating, and were
considered satisfying to watch. Running, jumping, and even turning around, the
dress moves like it is underwater which – referring back to what Cook (2018)
says about how the often found slow tempo in cozy games signals softness – was
viewed as contributing to a calming effect on the experience.

In contrast to Gris' water-like, graceful movement, the enemy of the game
gave a different impression: sloppy, thick and inky. It is metamorphic and will
take on a different semplance each time Gris faces it throughout the game;
going from a big bird to an eel then finally taking on the appearance of Gris
herself. Regardless of its form it moves fast, with forceful, heavy movement. This
is the opposite of what Cook (2018) says about softness, how it is created by low
pressure and slow tempo, which could be a reason as to why the enemy
appeared to have a threatening aura. This together with other visual elements,
such as a flock of small black birds often preceding its arrival, could be analyzed
as communicating its hostility to the player. It stood out in its visual language,
while at the same time fitting in: just like everything else it has a fluidity to it but,
instead of harmonic water paint like Gris and the environment, it was seen
resembling something like oil or melted plastic. It is like a dangerous, toxic goo
that appears to infect everything it touches, taking over and engulfing Gris and
breaking apart her surroundings when given the opportunity.

Images 38-39, GRIS: The enemy goo wraps itself around the statue in one of the cutscenes and crushes it, demonstrating
its strength. It then goes on to surround Gris as she tries to escape.

Right before the end the player gets to face the enemy one last time, which
ends up taking over Gris and bringing her back to the colorless world. She
manages to get back up and defeat the being and in that instant, the four colors
are brought back all at once. This serves as a powerful and grand moment where
it becomes evident the difference the color makes.
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Image 40, GRIS: From the finale cutscene, the moment all colors return. The colors are no longer individual specks but
have been brought together to create a fully colored, harmonious world.

5.3.3 Narrative
As previously mentioned, Gris tells the story of a young girl going through

grief and similar to Unpacking, GRIS has a lot of its narrative derived from its
visuals as it does not utilize any text or speech.

The story and game starts with a cutscene, where Gris lies in the palm of the
big statue mentioned previously. Gris sits up and sings, starting to float as she
does so, but suddenly cracks start to show underneath her as she seems to lose
her voice and fall back into the big palm. As the statue deteriorates further she
runs and clings to it, seemingly wanting to hold on. Suddenly the statue bursts
and she plummets to the ground and so the game starts.

As mentioned in the previous section, this rather lifeless first stage represents
denial, which is further established when finding a statue that will give the
player the achievement of denial. It could be said that the game utilizes an
empathic design principle here at the start of the game, showing Gris at her
most vulnerable point. This could, according to Belman and Flanigan (2010),
encourage the player to continue playing the game with an empathic mindset,
which in this game could be seen as important.

As the player progresses and makes their way towards the second stage, the
world will regain the color red, mixing up the monotony of the previously dull
landscape. It's sharp in contrast to it, and here Gris also encounters the
previously mentioned wind which makes the level impossible to progress in.
When Gris gains the ability to turn into stone, she will be able to resist and move
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through the harsh wind. This could be seen as Gris standing her ground and
“riding out the storm”. She is no longer being tossed around by the wind, or what
could also be interpreted as outbursts of anger, but instead manages to ground
herself and move through it.

Moving along in the level, one specific place where the player has to break
through the ground will have Gris fall down far into a yet again black and white
area, filled with statues of a crying woman. Gris will be able to break some of the
statues, and by doing so the player will unlock the anger achievement. Once
again, this can be linked to what Kübler-Ross’ (1969) mentions about outbursts of
anger and directing anger towards the person who has passed. The statues here
appear as most likely being representative of the person Gris has lost, simply
because they do not hold much resemblance to Gris herself but instead the
stone statue encountered in the first cutscene, the woman with the
outstretched hand.

After finishing the remaining puzzles of this second stage of the anger level,
the player once again encounters the broken statue from the beginning. Gris
curls up in its palm and now a new color, green, is introduced and after a short
cutscene the third stage will start. This level is heavily nature themed by having
the player traverse an abstract forest of red and green box-like trees.

Gris will early on in the level encounter a small creature that she befriends by
shaking down apples from trees with the stone ability, that the creature then will
eat. This creature follows Gris for a while, and helps Gris progress through the
level as she helps it get its apples. This is possibly a metaphor of how valuable
having supportive people around when going through grief is, and also could be
interpreted as not only receiving help but also giving it can be an important part
of the process towards healing.

Image 41, GRIS: Gris and the small creature interacting at the beginning of the green level.
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Moving along, the player will eventually encounter more statues similar to the
ones found in the anger stage of a woman visibly upset, and here they will gain
the bargaining achievement.

Gris will shortly after encounter the previously mentioned black goo in the
shape of a bird. The bird follows and “roars” at Gris, hindering her movement,
similar to the winds in the anger stage. The player must use the stone ability to
move towards the bird and get close enough to it for it to disappear, but at times
they must also utilize the roar to jump and glide to reach the path they must
continue on. This could be viewed as finding an inner sense of strength to be
able to face your fears and hardships, but also to work with and through them to
eventually be able to overcome them, as Gris eventually will manage to scare off
the bird.

Gris shortly afterwards encounters the big statue of the woman with her
outstretched hand, and thus reaches the end of the level and so the next stage
starts, depression. Paired with the new color blue, the new level features a lot of
water and is overall quieter than the previous ones. Gris will here gain the ability
to swim through the water effectively and will have to move further down
through the level. As she does the level turns darker and the paths more
intricate, sometimes even disorienting. At the area where the player will unlock
the depression achievement they will encounter a statue of a woman that
appears to be drowning. This level appears to present a theme that is quite easily
discernible, as depression and sadness is often associated by feelings of
overwhelming sadness being described as “drowning”. Similar to what is
presented in the depression stage of the Kübler-Ross (1969) model, isolation
could be seen to also be present here by having the level be very dark, quiet, and
with intricate, often narrow paths creating a calm but also very isolating, almost
suffocating experience.

Completing the puzzles in this area and gathering the stars will have a turtle
appear before Gris. This turtle lights her path and helps her swim further down
into the depths of the level, and eventually she will come across the big stone
statue of a woman yet again. The color she will gain up next is yellow and as
mentioned it is also representative of light, hinting towards the light at the end
of the tunnel. Before the level ends however, the black goo returns and makes
the big statue, that up until now has been almost fully put together, crack and
fall apart. Now a fast paced chase begins, and even if the eel cannot hurt Gris, it
appears very threatening with its mouth wide open, seemingly trying to swallow
her. The chase goes on throughout this final part of the level. Just as the eel
appears to succeed in engulfing Gris, the turtle emerges from its mouth and
instead helps Gris swim upwards. Once again, this could point towards the
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importance of having a good support system to bring support and guidance
through heavy sorrow and grief, and especially trusting and leaning on said
support system fully in times of need.

The final stage takes place in the night sky and features plenty of translucent
almost glass like structures. This level is much more colorful as mentioned, and
also features plenty of plants and floral elements. Gris will also gain back her
voice here, and will have to use it to progress. It seems as if life has been brought
back into both the game world, but also Gris herself by having her be able to sing
again. All of this shows, as the acceptance achievement establishes, that she is at
the end of her grief process and healing journey, and things are seemingly
looking up.

If the player has gathered every memento throughout the game, they will be
able to unlock a small cutscene that shows Gris as a child and a woman
resembling the big stone statue shown throughout the game. It shows a tender
moment between the two, and the cutscene will give the player an achievement
called “childhood”. This, together with the interactions between the statues and
Gris, points toward the possibility that the woman is her mother and that the
grief Gris is dealing with is the result of losing her.

Image 42, GRIS: The mentioned cutscene featuring a young Gris and the woman.

Following shortly after this another cutscene will play out. Gris will encounter
the black goo yet again, but this time it takes on the shape of Gris herself. The
goo proceeds to seemingly drain the world of color and Gris appears to fall from
the sky, and the goo will eventually manage to engulf her as the screen will fade
to black for a moment. It seems as if the grief she experiences manages to
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overtake her fully, but soon the player will be able to yet again control Gris when
she reappears. In a dark body of water, she swims upwards and as she reaches
the surface the player will encounter a mausoleum-like building with a statue
resembling a grave in it, where the player will gain the achievement of
acceptance.

The debris from the big stone statue will form a path Gris must move upwards
on, and eventually she will reach the familiar outstretched hand of it. Singing will
trigger the final cutscene of the game. In it, as Gris sings, the statue is slowly
being put back together. However the black goo is still present and just as the
statue is seemingly whole, it will overtake Gris and the world yet again.

Almost immediately, the statue will start to sing together with Gris, and the
color will in this moment “explode” back into the world. This generated a sense
of harmony as both visuals and narrative appeared to come full circle, having the
statue and world resembling what it once was. After the cutscene the statue
moves its arm and Gris will now be able to run up the path of stars created in the
sky, as she seems to fully reach a level of acceptance and move on from her grief.
As she disappears in the bright clouds, the game will end.

As touched upon in the gameplay section, Gris seemingly is not as much of a
story about a woman going through grief as it is a metaphor of the process.
What Belman and Flanigan (2010) mentions about experiencing parallel
emotional empathy is noticeable here as the game makes the player empathize
with Gris through the heavy themes and experiences of loss often inevitably
experienced throughout one's life. Although the gameplay itself is almost fully in
line with what Cook (2018) talks about in regards to safety, abundance and
softness, the narrative expresses themes signaling lack of emotional comfort and
safety for the main character, making it quite an emotionally heavy experience
throughout.

6 Discussion

Now we have gone over our findings; we have our result. But what does it
actually mean in the context of cozy games? What do these games have in
common that makes them cozy? What do they not have in common? In this part
we are going to bring our results together and discuss it more in depth to
elevate what we found in our analysis.

What is it that makes these three games be perceived as cozy? What activities
are the players allowed to partake in? How is cozy visually represented in these
games to the audience? What themes and values do they present to the
audience?
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All games seem to display clear knowledge of the textbook definitions of the
word cozy, especially warm, comfortable, and safe, as well as the definition from
Urban Dictionary: intimate. According to analysis, these adjectives permeate the
very essence of these games, combining themselves through the different
elements of the games – gameplay, visuals and narrative. Warmth, for example,
was indicated visually through the use of color and lighting, mechanics circling
around the verb of warming up, as well as narratively through themes of family
bonds and belonging. In fact, at times we found it difficult to examine the three
games through split categories, as they worked together in tandem on such a
fundamental level.

The elemental tetrad as presented by Schell (2008) states all elements as
equal. However, according to our initial observations, these three games take a
slightly different approach. From first playing the games, the narrative – the
emotions of the characters, the story – appeared to triumph over the other
parts. These games came across as story-driven, in which a major motivation for
continuing playing came from the plot unraveling. Even the most free-form,
movement-based of the three, A Short Hike, stood out in its character writing,
the quest lines being considered engaging and fun to follow. The narrative is in
turn strongly supported by the visuals, even going as far as depending almost
fully on it (case in point being Unpacking and GRIS).

Based on our research, we wonder if this may have something to do with the
importance of inclusion in the cozy conversation. As previously touched upon in
this paper, based on both Cook’s (2018) article as well as Waskiewicz and Bakun’s
(2020) paper, a large part of coziness comes from the comfort of being accepted,
and receiving a sense of belonging. In that case, a relevant question to ask might
be how it would feel to play a game only to be prohibited from continuing due to
the lack of skills. We don’t believe this to be either cozy nor uncommon. As many
games require substantial physical coordination and mental gymnastics to play,
perhaps cozy games have taken the role of an all-accepting space, allowing
whoever enters it to play to their heart's content.

The result of this would then be a diverging focus on the components that
demand skill from the player, such as mechanics. As stated by Salen and
Zimmerman (2003) however, games seek to achieve meaningful play and without
mechanical challenge, a game could potentially fall flat. At first glance, the three
games examined compensated for lack of action and complexity in the gameplay
department with a heartfelt, stimulating narrative that was accompanied by a
strong visual style. It is our belief that anyone can appreciate a good story, and
perhaps it is this idea that fuels the cozy games to thrive.
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However, with this, one might see the need to ask themselves: does this mean
all cozy games require a good story? Or that perhaps no cozy games can demand
something from its audience? We are critical. The games played were different
in many ways, and to say that neither was exciting or fun in the gameplay
department would perhaps be to do them a great disservice. A note that could
be considered of interest, is that the most challenging, mechanically stimulating
moments in the games were, in fact, completely optional.

This can be tied back to Cook’s (2018) text, regarding his thoughts on the need
for self-fulfillment and meaningful play. As he writes, many play these kinds of
games to exercise skills in a safe environment. A proposal on how to achieve this,
is that the player should be allowed the freedom to choose. By selecting their
own activities, goals – or most prominently – difficulty, the three games
appeared to manage to create a relationship with the player, showing great care
for the participant's own wishes, time, and autonomy. To further strengthen our
claim, we would like to point to the similar phenomenon happening in the
adjacent field of empathy games. Belman and Flanigan (2010) discusses in their
article the importance of active player participation when designing an
empathic, engaging experience.

Reverting back to an earlier paragraph – in which we considered whether
mechanics would perhaps be inferior to narrative or visuals in these types of
games – we want to highlight a gameplay aspect that can be thought of as key in
placing these games in a cozy context: the absence of violence. Not one
individual over the span of these three games could be harmed, nor cause harm
to others, regardless of whether the negative consequence would feel grounded
in the situation. It seemed as though it was a deliberate choice from the
designers, as classical tools for violence were provided, such as fire, stone, or a
stick, but instead had positive actions tied to them. The stick swings to hit
volleyballs, the rock hardens to protect the main character from the storm, etc.

This can be thought of as a result of what Cook (2018) describes to be a
component of safety in cozy games. It would not be a stretch to claim that
violence has close ties to the concept of danger, and based on the descriptions
from both Cook (2018) and the classical definitions of coziness from the two
referred dictionaries, danger appears to be the direct opposite of the essence of
cozy. It is perhaps not strange then, that the three games played took an active
step away from depicting violence, thematically and on screen.

An important note however, is that this does not mean no harm, negative
feelings, or hurt was experienced in these games. Even if the games in question
stem from themes of personal growth, nostalgia, family and relationships, it was
observed that all games had parts of them that revolved around exploring more
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heavy topics, such as anxiety, depression, and fear of exclusion. It is perhaps
most notable in GRIS, as the whole game is an exploration of grief, but is
prevalent in the others as well, such as in the end area of A Short Hike, as well as
chapter 2010 and 2012 of Unpacking. A parallel can be drawn between this and
Waskiewicz and Bakuns (2020) observations regarding the different approaches
coziness can take to the design. All three games seem to utilize the dissonant
relationship in order to create contrast between specific areas, enhancing the
experience of warmth and comfort.

Although we perceived that Waskiewicz and Bakun (2020) presented the
relationships as separate, we found that more nuance was needed. The games
don’t appear to fit only one of the three mentioned relationships over the course
of the whole game, but instead utilizes a mixture of them to achieve different
results at different times. Using A Short Hike as an example, it seems to use the
coherent relationship to establish a friendly, soft atmosphere in the beginning,
while tackling some rather heavy topics such self-doubt and debt in the optional
side-quests. A tense atmosphere is present in the final area as well, diminished
by the occasional camp fires and hot springs, creating a situational coziness.

Part of the goal of this study was for us to form a deeper understanding on
what makes a game cozy and map out the fundamentals from which this new
genre is emerging. We never set out to formulate a new framework, but rather to
apply these ideas brought up by Cook (2018) and Waszkiewicz & Bakun (2020)
and look into what they could mean in context of existing games; to take theory
into practice. For the most part, what these writers have to say about cozy
games seems to be true: by analyzing these games, elements of safety,
abundance and softness were found in all of them. Much of what can be seen as
cozy in them, can be observed as similar in the previous research, and yet, there
seems to be something more to it. Perhaps, one more aspect to consider is
intent. Specifically intent from the side of the designers to create an atmosphere
of inclusivity and coziness. Can a game accidentally become cozy?

Despite sharing many similarities as written previously in our discussion, out
of the three games GRIS specifically appeared to stand out as different. The main
reason behind this, could be the target emotional goal, not necessarily for the
player but from the creators themselves. Unpacking and A Short Hike reads as
classic cozy games, designed with the intent of evoking a warm and fuzzy feeling
in the player. In contrast, GRIS seems to primarily be about exploring the
concept of grief through a somber experience. This creates what can be
perceived as a notable difference when playing the games, but nevertheless, they
appear together as peers.
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7 Conclusion

In this final section, we want to clarify and summarize our findings, as well as
make the attempt to answer the questions asked in the beginning: what is it that
makes these three games be perceived as cozy?

These games tend to have an approach to coziness often matching the
perception of the general discourse, as well as what was presented in previous
studies. There is what could be recognized as a strong connection between the
different elements, creating a seemingly cohesive experience. The importance of
harmony should be highlighted, and that failing to balance the different
components together would create a very different perception.

This kind of game could potentially tackle many different themes and
narratives, ranging from light-hearted to heavy. The visual style varies much as
well, although the key aspect of enhancing the emotional arc of the game
remains. The same could be said for the mechanics. Despite the differences
however, it seems to keep a nonviolent approach to conflict, embracing
mundanity and softness in its actions.

Based on observations, these games that are often put into the cozy games
category, are seldom only cozy. Perhaps this means that classifying it as a genre
will prove difficult, close to impossible. Instead we would like to propose a new
approach to the topic, to look at it as an umbrella term and focusing on their
commonalities in themes and design; to perhaps define it as an aesthetic
ephemera. It is of our belief that stories and experiences of comfort, belonging,
and safety fills an important role in the media landscape. In turn, with this paper
we want to encourage designers to create these with intent and empathy, for
else there is no rest for the never-ending turbulence.
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9 Appendices

9.1 Working questions: first playthrough
General
– How do you feel when playing?
– Is there anything specific that positively stands out to you?
– Are there any grievances?

Gameplay
– What actions are you partaking in?
– How does it feel to do these actions? (adjectives, emotional responses)

Visuals
– What is your initial response to the visual style?
– Is there anything visually that stands out to you?

Narrative
– What is your initial thought of the story?
– Are you able to follow along in the narrative?
– How is the narrative introduced?
– What are your thoughts after experiencing the story/finishing the game?

9.2 Working questions: second playthrough
Gameplay
– What are the limits to the actions you are partaking in? (Time limits,
mechanical limits, etc)
– What is the learning curve for new skills?
– How does the game teach them?
– What kind of challenges are you facing?
– What is the pacing of the gameplay? (Maybe do a drawing?) High-intensity,
low-intensity

Visuals
– How are the visuals being used to enhance narrative or gameplay, or any
other aspect of the game?
– Is there, in any way, a dissonance between visuals and narrative/gameplay?
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– How is the visual language (colors and shapes) used to influence the
experience?
– In what ways is it complementing the narrative and gameplay?
– What type of environment is the game set in? What tone does it set and how
does it do so?
– Do the animations feel natural to the game? Do they feel out of place? In
what ways? Are they being used to communicate the atmosphere of the
game? How?

Narrative
– Does the narrative change depending on your actions/choices?
– How does the narrative changing affect your perception and approach to
playing the game?
– What themes does the narrative present?
– How are those themes communicated through the game? (visuals, dialogue,
game mechanics, etc)
– In regards to the narrative, what do you think the game is trying to
teach/show?
– What is the main takeaway from the story for you?

9.3 Nintendo’s Cozy Games to Relax With
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